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Can you hear the engines roar?
Can you feel the track trembling?

This is Speedstream!
In Speedstream up to six pilots compete in their superfast vehicles on a hi-tech track. 

The main goal is, as always, to be first, but in the Speedstream being first is not an easy task
and may be achieved by any means necessary.

Staying first is even harder!
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The last pilot in a starting queue sets up the track. The track is built from 
available track sectors and should consist of sectors suggested by 
actual race type. It is also suggested that track should include six straight 
and six corner sectors including start and finish sector. It is an optimal 
setup for best Speedstream experience, but it is up to players to decide 
the track length. Race track must include start and finish sector and if a 
player, who builds the track, decides to make it a loop, start and finish are 
on the same sector and count as one track piece.

For purposes of setting track, spaces that are shared by two sectors are 
considered to be part of the previous sector, according to race direction.

In Speedstream, there are three types of track sectors. Easy are marked 
with a green outline and Moderate marked with a yellow outline. Hard 
sectors, that bring even more dangerous sections to the race, are 
marked with red outline of a tile.

There are 8 basic straight sectors and 8 basic corners, plus two start 
sectors that may also be used as normal straight ones. There are 6 hard 
track tiles with some special rules on some of them. All track tiles are 
double sided with different difficulty sector setup on basic ones.

WELCOME   TO   THE   LEAGUE
You are about to enter the world of future extreme racing, but before a race begins, before a Single Race or first run of Championships, players must 
randomly determine the starting order by rolling a die. All players select their speeder and place one Tuning Point on each of five statistics in the 
corresponding color to mark level 1 on all of them.

THE TRaCK

RACE   SETUP
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GAME COMPONENTS

6 SPEEDERS take part in the race with Players as their pilots. One 
distinctive vehicle figurine for each player. Fasten your seat belts, close 
the safety frame, and grab the controls. Prepare for an extreme ride!

6 SERVICE TOKENS one for each player in corresponding color, to mark 
spot where the speeder was taken to the Service Pit. Sometimes it may 
come handy when your vehicle is badly damaged and requiring repairs.

6 HANDLING TEST TOKENS one for each player, 
to mark that the vehicle is in dangerous 
situation and need to be stabilised next round.

6 MINE TOKENS to mark spot on the track where 
the mine was placed. Harsh, but this is the part of 
extreme racing in Speedstream.

36 SPEED MARKERS, 6 for each player in corresponding color, 
with double-sided numbers to mark speed at the end of the round to 
determine initiative in the next round.

1 SIX-SIDED DIE with range from 0 to 5. There 
some test suring the race that require the roll 
of a die, and will push your luck.

84 + 5 CUBE MARKERS, 14 for each player in corresponding color. 
Eleven of them to be used as Tuning Points, two to mark Race Points, 
and one cube to indicate the vehicle’s Durability Level. Additional 5 silver 
cubes come from Sponsors.

12 SPONSOR CARDS and 1 SPONSOR EQUIPMENT CARD representing the 
commercial interest in your racing team. Every sponsor card will improve 
your speeder’s statistics or special abilities.

72 EQUIPMENT CARDS that will give you opportunities to attack your 
opponents or just make it harder for them to reach the finish line. You will 
also find a lot of stuff there that will give an edge to your speeder, and 
bring victory closer. Twelve different cards multiplied depending on the 
number of players.
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TRaCK COMPONENTS

8 STRAIGHT BASIC SECTORS

The basic, double-sided, straight track 
sectors with two types of difficulty: Easy 
(Green) and Moderate (Yellow). It is harder to 
maneuver when a track is narrow.

8 CORNER BASIC SECTORS

The basic, double-sided, corner sectors 
with two types of difficulty: Easy (Green) 
and Moderate (Yellow). Apex of the corner is 
indicated with arrows and modificators.

2 START/FINISH SECTORS

Start sector that is also the finish when 
racing in a loop. Each sector other side 
provides additional, the 9th, straight sector if 
you need them.

2 STRAIGHT HARD SECTORS

The hard difficulty, double-sided, straight 
track sectors will give you a challenge. You 
may choose a very narrow corridors or 
deadly traps.

2 CORNER HARD SECTORS

The hard difficulty, double-sided, corner 
sectors will increase the difficulty of 
cornering with narrow corridors or deadly 
traps that require wits to pass.

2 JUMP RAMP SECTORS

Jump ramps let you get over the track from 
one side to the other. Jumping is dangerous 
but will bring more excitement to your race 
and more options to the track shape.

You have 24 double-sided track tiles at your disposal. Just remember that track can’t go dead-end into the sidewall of another track. If you want to 
make a cross road, you should consider a jump ramp that provides the possibility to go „over” the track.
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ON-TRaCK ELEMENTS

BOOSTERS AND STOPPERS
Boosters and Stoppers are used interchangeably and their maximum 
total number is equal to the number of sectors of the race track. The 
distance between them must be at least one space. Up to two Boosters 
or Stoppers can be set in one sector and do not have to be laid on each 
sector. Boosters or Stoppers may not be placed on start and finish 
sectors nor on corner apex spaces.

When a vehicle enters space with Booster track panel (at any time during 
a round and by any means) it increases speed by 1 level and only thanks 
to it (and Booster cards), a player can increase the speed above 10.

When a vehicle enters space with Stopper track panel (at any time during 
a round and by any means) it decreases the speed by 1 level.

EQUIPMENT DISPENSERS
In the end it is time to set Equipment Dispensers by the pilot next to 
the last one setting up Boosters and Stoppers. Maximum number of 
Dispensers is equal to the number of sectors of the race track. The 
distances between Dispensers must be at least one space and do not 
have to be laid on each sector. Up to two Dispensers can be set in one 
sector. Dispensers may not be placed on start and finish sectors nor on 
corner apex spaces.

When a speeder enters the track space containing a Dispenser (at any 
time during a round and by any means) a pilot may receive an Equipment 
Card by drawing the number of cards according to System level and 
keeping one (or more depending on actual race situation or other 
modifications). All other drawn cards are discarded. 

Speeder may not use Dispenser if it has a maximum number of 
equipment cards in use, but may still enter the space with it.

THE PIT
These elements are not set by players but appear on Hard Sectors. The 
Pit spaces are part of track and speeders may fly through them. If the 
vehicle ends its move on space of this type, or is forced to enter it and is 
still there at the end of the round, the speeder’s speed and durability are 
automatically reduced to 1.

Other track elements like Obstacles, Boosters, Stoppers, and Dispensers 
may be set on this type of space making it safe (or impassable if it is an 
obstacle).

OBSTACLES
After the track is set, it is time for a pilot next to the last one in the 
starting queue to set up an Obstacles - columns that speeders may 
collide with and change the geometry of the track. Their maximum 
number is equal to the number of sectors of the race track. The 
distances between Obstacles must be at least one space and do not have 
to be laid on each sector. Up to two Obstacles can be set in one sector 
and may be placed next to a barrier but can’t completely block the way in 
or out of a sector. They may not be placed on start and finish sectors nor 
on corner apex spaces.

Be careful when placing Obstacles not to create spaces that don’t allow 
vehicles to continue movement - speeders can move only forward.
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Whenever there are sport and money, there always are companies that 
would like to participate and promote their names. In return, they are 
willing to upgrade players machines with better technology changing 
speeders parameters for the entire race or championships. These 
changes may influence players tactics or allow making better use of 
Tuning Points.

Beginning from the last player in the starting queue, pilots randomly 
select their Sponsor from the Sponsor Cards pile and assign to their 
vehicle. All players should know other players’ sponsors.

SPONSORS

TEAM SPONSOR
Each player picks one Sponsor Card randomly. The card will stay with the 
speeder until the race ends. This way of selecting Sponsor may be used 
on any type of race (Single Race or Championships).

PROGRESSIVE SPONSORING
This method is suggested only for Championships and represents a 
growing interest of sponsors in competing pilots and their teams. The 
first run of championships should be raced without Sponsors Cards. One 
Sponsor Card is dealt before the second run and another one before last, 
third run. 

STARTING POSITION
These elements are not set by players but appear on Start/Finish 
Sectors. This type of space is used only during start, and speeders 
should be set on them before the start.

First in the starting queue is the one in the first row on a lane closer to 
the inner side of the next, upcoming turn. Rest of the vehicles are set in 
the next starting position rows accordingly like the first row.

FINISH LINE
These elements are not set by players but appear on Start/Finish 
Sectors. Vehicle finishes the race when it enters (or passes) the space 
of finish sector that contains the red line. This applies to all spaces that 
include the finish line on the finish sector. Then vehicle is automatically 
removed from the track. This rule applies only when the speeder passes 
the finish line after completing all race laps when racing in loops.

JUMP RAMP
These elements are not set by players but appear on Hard Sectors. Jump 
Ramp panels allow vehicles to jump over a sector of a race track. Used 
mostly to jump over the track in a “crossroads” route. Two sectors of 
this type have to be set on opposite sides of a track to construct a “jump 
ramp”, with the “entry” sector and “exit” one on the other side.

When the speeder enters the space with jump booster, a vehicle is 
automatically moved to the other side, to the “exit” sector and is placed 
on corresponding Jump Ramp space on the same lane. The vehicle 
should then exit the Jump Ramp space by moving one space. The whole 
move counts as 5 movement points (spaces). If a speeder doesn’t have 
enough movement points due to low speed or has used them before 
entering Jump Ramp, all lacking movement points must be covered by 
spending Durability (like in the Overcharge case).

If for any reason the speeder is still on jump ramp space at the end of the 
round, the speeder’s speed and durability are automatically reduced to 1. 
Other track elements like Obstacles, Boosters, Stoppers, and Dispensers 
may NOT be set on this type of space.
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RaCE TyPE

SINGLE RACE
Players take part in a single race. The track is set up from any sectors 
players wish to use.

Each player receives 2 Tuning Points pool at the beginning and additional 
ones depending of difficulty of the track. For every 2 Moderate (yellow) 
sectors players receive additional Tuning Point each.

For every Hard (red) sector each player also receives one Tuning Point to 
be spent on upgrades. No more than 6 Tuning Points may be assigned. 

Players may agree to assign any amount of points (maximum of 6) for 
the duration of the race. Points tgiven by the Sponsors do not count to 
the limit.

CHAMPIONSHIPS
The championships consist of 3 races. The first race track is built with 
Easy (green) sectors only. Players recive 2 Tuning Points for that run. 
Each subsequent run is held on a new track or on modified first race 
track. In the second race, player that is last in the current starting queue 
replaces Easy Tracks with new more difficult ones to cover two Tuning 
Points - (4 Moderate sectors, 2 Hard sectors or a mix of them). In the 
third run, more additional Moderate and Hard sectors need to be included 
again to cover new additional 2 Tuning Points. At the end of each race  
players keep the Equipment Cards collected during the race and can use 
them in the next run.

The sequence of the starting queue of subsequent races, except the first 
one, is determined by reversing the order at the finish of the previous 
race - the first becomes last and the last becomes first.

SPEEDER TUNING

Before each race the pilot receives a pool of additional Tuning Points 
(depending on the type of game) which can be used to improve the 
vehicle. Each point assigned increases a given vehicle statistic providing 
higher bonuses for different tests or number of Equipment Cards that 
can be drawn from Dispensers.

Also before the first run each player, beginning from the last in the 
starting queue, draws Equipment Cards according to their System level 
and keep one (or more depending on vehicle modifications).

You are ready now!

Before a race begins Equipment Cards pile (or piles) must be prepared. 
There are 12 different (in basic game setup) Equipment Cards. To set up 
the cards pile for the game, select the number of each card type equal to 
race participants. Cards should be shuffled before the race begins. If the 
pile runs out it should be set again and shuffled using all discarded cards.

There are three ways of dealing cards during the game and players 
should decide which suits them best.

FREE FOR ALL
There is one Equipment Cards pile for all players and it should be placed 
near to the race track. When any player’s vehicle enters Equipment 
Dispenser card (or cards) will be drawn from this pile. This is the basic 
setup recommended for the first few games. It gives a possibility to get 
different equipment cards but is very random.

EQUIPMENT PILE

FULL PACK
Each player is dealt a full set of 12 different Equipment Cards. There is 
no common pile. Each player has their own pile to draw from when this 
player’s vehicle enters Equipment Dispenser. This gives the insight of 
what is left in the pile and what may come next.

SELECTIVE DRAFT
Before the race starts players draw cards subsequently.  As many cards 
as players are dealt on a table and, beginning from the last pilot in the 
starting queue, players take one and replace it with a new card from 
the pile. The draft continues until all players collect 12 cards. There is 
no common pile. Each player has their own pile to draw from when this 
player’s vehicle enters Equipment Dispenser. This is advanced setup, 
and it adds lots of time to the gameplay but gives the possibility to collect 
cards that suit player race strategy. Piles are set for the entire game and 
do not change between races.
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1. Equipment Card slot
2. Speeder image and name
3. Active Equipment Cards slot
4. Starting Speed level
5. Durability gauge
6. Damage and Slowdown value sectors

SPEEDER

Pilots,   Start   your   engines

Every speeder in Speedstream is described by parameters influencing 
its behavior on the track. At the beginning of the game all parameters 
are at level 1 . The player has 5 tokens to mark that fact. Thrust, Handling, 
and Reactioncan be extended before each race up to a maximum of 4 
times. Brakes and System can be raised before each race up to 2 times.

There are also two parameters - Speed and Durability - that can’t be 
upgraded but may change during the race.

7. Damage Level marker
8. Speed Indicator arrow
9. Second Damage Level dial
10. Speed value
11. First Damage Level indicator
12. REACTION

13. SYSTEM
14. Tuning Point token
15. HANDLING
16. THRUST
17. BRAKES
18. Parameters Levels

1 2 3 4 5 6
7

8

91011121314151617   

18
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BRAKES
The Brakes level tells how much Speed 
can the vehicle Reduce within safety limits. 
The higher the parameter the better the 
aerodynamic brakes are and the speeder is 
more balanced during sudden braking. 

All unmodified units start the game with a 
level 1 Brakes which can be expanded to a 
maximum of 3. 

THRUST
The Thrust Level tells you how fast your 
speeder can accelerate. The higher the 
parameter the more stable the vehicle is 
when the speed increases dramatically.

All unmodified vehicles start the game with 
a Thrust Level 1 which can be expanded to a 
maximum of 5.

HANDLING
Stability and ease of piloting depend on the 
level of this parameter. This is the modifier 
that adds to the roll while testing taking a 
corner.  The higher Handling is the faster and 
tighter you can get into the corner. 

All unmodified vehicles start the game with a 
Handling Level 1 which can be expanded to a 
maximum of 5.

paramEtErs

DURABILITY
This parameter describes how many 
damage a vehicle is able to sustain. It also 
has an effect on the maximum speed the 
speeder can hold after it has moved.

Durability is described in levels 
corresponding with the speed.

  REACTION
While Handling is all about vehicle control in 
corners and emergency situations, Reaction 
is an ability to react on direct attacks from 
another speeder. When pilots try to ram or 
push each other into a band it is all about 
Reaction attribute to avoid undesirable 
consequences.

All unmodified vehicles start the game with 
an Reaction Level 1 which can be expanded to 
a maximum of 5.

SYSTEM
This is the internal computer operating 
system that gives a pilot a wider range of 
choices of Equipment Cards. It describes the 
maximum amount of cards that a player can 
draw to choose from. Each upgrade gives 
one additional card in a draw.

All unmodified speeder start the game with 
the possibility of drawing only 1 card.

SPEED
For simplicity the speed is described in levels 
where every level stands for 30mph. The 
minimum speed of 0 means that the car 
does not move.  During the race the vehicle’s 
speed can not drop willingly below 1 but the  
speeder may be slowed down by external 
means. The maximum speed that can be 
achieved  by accelerating is 10. It is possible 
to achieve  higher speed thanks to Boosters 
but at the end  of a move it drops down and 
stabilizes at 10.

The speed changes during the race and is 
determined for the duration of each round.

At the start of a race and after return from 
Service Pit the speed is set to 5.

ThE DiE

Die used in Speedstream game is a six-sided one but counts from 0 to 5. Every time a “dice roll” or a “test” is mentioned it is a one dice roll.
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The speeder movement is carried out in two phases. First, the pilot 
decides to either change the speed or keep up with the current one. The 
change of speed is always the first action in the player’s turn. Then the 
vehicle moves forward by the number of spaces that are equal to the 
speed level. For simplicity speed is described in levels being the number 
of spaces that the vehicle will move forward. For better visualization 
purposes it is assumed that each level is 30mph.

If any other Handling tests should occur they are taken after the change  
of speed and just before moving the vehicle. Also any cards may be 
played after the speed change.

The speeders are not designed to fly backwards and can not retreat. The 
only options are to fly forward and change the flight path or to be pushed 
backward by another vehicle using ShockWave and forced raming.

mOvEmEnt

REMEMBER!

Speed change is the first thing to do in your turn.

ALWAYS!

CHANGING SPEED
You can Accelerate before moving by raising your speed by a number of 
points equal to Thrust Level. That is the threshold of safe acceleration. 
The pilot may however Overcharge his speeder to accelerate beyond 
safety level up to maximum speed and lose Durability equal to 
acceleration above the safe limit.

You may Overcharge only if you have enough Durability to loose. You are 
not allowed to do so if you do not have enough or just 1 Durability.

Red goes with the speed of 4. He wants to accelerate and has 2 points 
of Thrust. It would be safe to accelerate just 2 points up to the speed of 
6 but Red wants to go faster. He tries to accelerate to 8. First  he raises 
his speed to 6 (within a safe threshold of his engines) and the decides to 
go up 2 more so his speeder gets 2 points of damage!

Braking is similar but the aerodynamic brakes test is at stake. You 
can Brake and reduce speed safely down to brakes level. That is the 
threshold of safe braking but you may force a speeder to slow down 
beyond safety level and lose Durability equal to the speed reduction 
below the safe limit.

Red is in trouble and wants to Reduce Speed. He wants to brake and has 
1 point of Braking. It is safe to brake just 1 point down to speed of 5 but 
Red wants to go really slow. He changes his speed to 4. First, he takes 
his speed to 5 (within a safe threshold of his brakes) and the decides to 
go down another 1 and reduces his vehicle Durability by 1.

SEQUENCE OF MOVEMENT
At the beginning of a round, players check Speed Marker Tokens to 
determine movement sequence according to the speed they had at the 
beginning of the round. Speeder with the highest speed moves first. Then 
one with next highest speed, and so on. If two or more speeders have 
the equal speed the one of them that is first in racing pack on the track 
gets better initiative. If they are set on equal spaces of a track, the one 
that is closer to the inner side of the next, upcoming turn begins. If there 
are no further corners, because this is the last straight to the finish, 
the last corner is used. To remember the movement queue, players put 
Speed Marker Tokens with speed marker corresponding to the speed  of 
the vehicle on the end of a round, on the side of the track, close to the 
vehicle.

Blue has a speed of 8 and moves first. Green and Red have a speed of 
7 but Red moves before Green as being further on the track. Yellow 
has a speed of 5 and moves as last. If all of them have the same speed 
Red would move first because of being on the same height as Yellow 
but Red is closer to the inner side of an upcoming corner. Blue would 
move next and Green would be last.

MOVEMENT MARKING
At the beginning of each round all players should have their Speed 
Marker Tokens placed on the track aside their speeders. When the 
speeder moves from actual position the Player may place the Speed 
Marker Token to mark the space where the vehicle was. It helps during 
movement to track movement points and keep all players aware where 
from and where to the vehicle goes.
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CHANGING TRACK LANE
During the movement, the speeder can change the lane to the neighboring one by moving to the field adjacent to the currently occupied one. As you 
can see on the board, neighboring fields are shifted relative to each other. When changing the flight path the vehicle does not move forward as far as if 
it was flying straight ahead.

If you are on corner apex you cannot move voluntarily to the space in direction to the center of the apex.

TAKING CORNERS
You have to take Handling Test as soon as the speeder enters middle 
space of a corner (marked with arrows on a bright background). Roll 
the dice, add vehicle Handling level and Apex Modifier (the number visible 
on middle space of each track apex). The result must be equal to or 
higher than the actual speed to allow the vehicle to take corner smoothly 
without problems otherwise Loss of Control occurs and the vehicle slides 
to the outer side of track. It must continue its movement, after hitting the 
band, on the outer lane till it stops or until the speeder enters the straight 
track sector.

If the speeder ends the move on the corner space requiring the Handling 
test, the test is performed at the beginning of the next move (after any 
change in speed or other Handling tests required). It happens even if a 
speeder is pushed by another vehicle or affected by a Shock Wave Card 
(even backward). To remember that, put the Handling Test token on a 
speeder board. If the speeder was forced to leave the apex of the corner 
before the Handling test was performed, a pilot must take the test at the 
beginning of his turn regardless of their position.

REMEMBER!

To pass the corner apex your Handling + Apex Modifier + Dice Roll
must be equal or higher to your speed.

Red is going to take a corner. Their speed is 8 and Handling is 3. Pilot 
decides to cut the corner and go on the track with +1 modifier close to 
the middle of the corner. Handling of 3 plus 1 of the corner modifier 
gives 4, so they must roll 4 or more to match or exceed their speed of 8. 
Keep your fingers crossed!

Each corner apex affects the direction of vehicle slide in Loss of Control 
and may change the slide direction before hitting thebarrier.

If multiple corner sectors are set one after another the Handling test is 
performed for each sector apex. 
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MOVEMENT ENDING
The end of the movement occurs when the vehicle uses all movement 
points equal to its current speed. This however does not mean the end of 
the turn, but only a stabilization of the vehicle on the track.

REMEMBER!

You can still use Equipment Cards after the movement to increase 
the speed again to gain additional movement points.

The pilot can always use Equipment Cards thanks to which the speed can 
increase suddenly to receive further movement points.

END OF TURN
The player declares that he has finished his turn when he uses all vehicle 
movement points and plays all the cards he chooses to use.

Then the player takes back Speed Marker Token from the track if he or 
she has used it to mark the starting position in this round.

END OF ROUND
After all players end their turns, they all put Speed Markers close to 
their racers with number resembling the speed that the racer had at the 
end of the round. It is not advisable to place them earlier as the speed 
may change depending on other players’ actions, and the tokens may 
confuse players that haven’t moved yet.

aCCIDENTS

PUSHING OUT
The pilot may try to push out another vehicle to take its lane, to move the 
opponent into a worse position, or to throw them at a barrier. To do so 
the Player must declare the attempt to take the position occupied by the 
opponent in the next move. Player being Pushed performs the Reaction 
test where the result of the roll plus Reaction level must be equal or 
higher than his or her actual speed. If the test fails, the vehicle being 
pushed moves to the adjacent lane (forward) and the attacker takes up 
their current position.

In case of successful test the pushed vehicle pilot can decide whether 
he or she is pushed out or if he or she want to keep position at all costs. 
In this case both machines collide and both lose 1 Durability point. The 
speed does not reduce. The attacker can’t take a position of the vehicle 
standing fast and must continue the movement another available way.

In the situation when the speeder is pushed into the track barrier, the 
unsuccessful Reaction test results in the attacker not receiving the 
damage, and the pushed vehicle experiencing the Trackside Impact - it 
suffers consequences  of the impact but does not move any forward.

Regardless of the Pushing Out result the active players’ machine 
continues to move. It may lead to ramming or pushing of another 
speeder. If each route of passing by a successful Reaction test defender 
fails and there is no way for the attacker to continue the movement, their 
speeder must execute Emergency Braking.
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LOSS OF CONTROL
When the speeder slips due to pilot’s losing control over it as a result of 
the unsuccessful Handling Test it moves forward with it’s actual speed  
but must change the track towards the outer band on the corner or the 
nearest band if being on the straight sector. If the vehicle is on the central 
straight lane it moves towards the outer edge of the next nearest corner. 
The speeder should continue its movement “outside the track” but it just 
bumps out of the side barrier.

After the collision with the side of a track the vehicle stabilizes and may 
continue the flight after applying the damage and losing speed. In case of  
hitting the band on corners the vehicle must continue movement on the 
outer lane until the next movement space is outside the corner sectors 
of the same direction or untill all movement points after speed reduction 
are used.

In case the vehicle leaves a corner still in „Loss of Control”  it must 
continue its movement in the same direction towards the outer barrier 
on the straight sector of the track until it hits a barrier or all movement 
points are used.

When a vehicle slides while taking a corner the centrifugal force 
makes it go out of the corner. Even a�er stabiliza�on speeder stays as 
if being glued to the band due to that force.

REMEMBER!

After your vehicle hits the barrier it stabilizes
and you are free to continue your movement.

A vehicle can not take Handling tests while being in Loss of Control and 
is considered to fail these automatically  until stabilization after collision 
occurs or runs out of it’s movement points.

TRACKSIDE IMPACT
Damage is taken when the speeder, as a result of Loss of Control or 
Pushing, being close to the race track border or space close to an 
Obstacle is forced to go “out the track”.

Impact occurs only if the vehicle has to continue the movement „outside 
the track”. If the speeder enters the space close to the track barrier and 
ends it’s movement there (because of spending all movement points) it 
is considered stabilized and there is no collision.

During collision, the vehicle receives damage indicated on the speed 
dial and reduces its speed by the same number of levels. After impact, 
the vehicle stabilizes and may continue the flight if there are movement 
points left after speed reduction.

REMEMBER!

After a collision with band on a corner sector
you must continue movement on outer lane of a corner

until the next space you move into is on a straight sector,
or on the next corner sector in the other direction,

or you run out of movement points, or hit an obstacle.

REMEMBER!

After collision Reduction of Speed and Durability
occurs at the space where a collision took place.

If you have movement points left after the reduction
your vehicle may continue to move!

Side impact with another speeder is considered as Pushing Out and after 
that sliding vehicle must continue movement until hitting the track side or 
end of movement points.
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RAMMING THROUGH
Hitting the back of another vehicle on the same track is a special kind 
of situation. This may be the result of Loss of Control or a deliberate 
maneuver to overtake the opponent. To resolve the strike the defender 
must perform Reaction Test where the result of the roll plus Reaction 
Level must be equal or higher than his/her actual speed. If a test fails 
the attacker takes the defender’s position and decides where to move 
the losing vehicle by one space -  aside if possible - according to the 
movement rules. Moving a rammed vehicle forward is the last last resort.

In case the test is successful, the rammed vehicle pilot has to decide if 
he or she wants to give the way for the attacker and decides where to 
move. It may however lead to Pushing or Ramming of another speeder. 
The defender, however, may want to stand fast and not give a way. In this 
situation both vehicles receive damage indicated on the speed dial of the 
attacker. No loss of speed occurs. After resolving damage the attacker 
must move to the adjacent space using movement points.

The attacker may be forced to perform another ramming or pushing to 
tcontinue movement but if for some reason the attacker cannot take 
another route to continue movement the pilot must execute  Emergency 
Braking.

Ramming of Pushing Out of another speeder may be performed only 
once on the same space of a track. Player may ram or push the same 
speeder again only if it moves to another space.

EMERGENCY BRAKING
It may happen that a pilot is blocked by two opponents or walls or can’t 
avoid an Obstacle in his/her path, and pushing or ramming an opponent 
to the adjacent track failed. It can also happen as a result of EMP 
Discharge or forced movement towards the wall due to Loss of Control 
or Shock Wave. A Frontal Collision occurs making the speeder to end its 
movement and receive damage indicated on the speed dial. The speed is 
reduced by the same number of levels

Red loses control on corner apex and is forced to move towards 
the outer lane un�l the corner ends. Vehicle s�ll has some unspent 
movement points and the pilot wants to enter a narrow corridor. 
Unfortunately there is Green  speeder blocking a space red wants to 
pass by. If Red fails to push Green aside, he or she will hit the wall, 
finish their movement and get into a frontal collision.

DOMINO EFFECT
Race track can be very narrow and very crowded. In a situation when 
one speeder attempts Pushing another one and succeeds it may lead the 
pushed vehicle to Forced Pushing or Forced Ramming on another racer.
 It also has an effect on back push while using Shock Wave Equipment 
Card. As a result only the last vehicle being the closest to the track order 
or the one standing fast in the domino queue gets damaged. Pushing or 
Forced Pushing forward or backward, due Domino Effect, is considered 
Forced Ramming. The speeder that is forced to ram is considered an 
attacker.

REMEMBER!

Rammed vehicle may voluntarily move forward
but the pilot risks being rammed again.
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DaMaGE
Speedstream vehicles are very durable and are designed in such a 
way they almost never break down during race. They may however 
be overheating or get in extreme construction stress which has a real 
impact on the ontrack performance. Each time the damage is applied, 
the player should move the Durability token down one space for each 
damage point. Current damage sets the maximum speed that may be 
achieved by the speeder at the end of it’s turn. The vehicle may still 
accelerate over that limit with normal acceleration (including Overcharge) 
or by using Boosters (cards or on-track ones), but at the end of the turn 
the speed goes down to the level indicated by the current Durability level. 
The Durability may be reduced after the player’s turn as a result of other 
players actions. In that case the speed must also be reduced accordingly.

MULTIPLE DAMAGE
There is a possibility that more than one situation leading to vehicle 
damage occurs in one turn. A speeder that lost control may first hit the 
trackside and then may be forced to ram the vehicle in front. The rammed 
one may have to push another unit into an obstacle leading to another 
crash.

There may also be a situation where the trackside hit happens on 
the same space where forced raming occurs. In that case ramming is 
resolved after speeder being out of control hits the trackside with new 
reduced speed.

AAnother situation may occur when due to Loss of Control the speeder 
hits the wall in front of him as a vehicle has to continue its movement 
towards the outer track side colliding with it. In that case Track Side 

Collision is resolved at first, the speeder is stabilized then and may 
continue movement if it has any movement points left.

REPAIRS
When the Durability of a speeder gets low it directly affects the top speed 
it may move with at the end of a round. At some point it may be so low 
that challenging other opponents may become hard to achieve, but there 
are few ways of repairing your vehicle.

 If a player doesn’t change the speed at the beginning of their turn 
the speeder cools down and restores 1 point of Durability.

 You may discard an Equipment Card that is equipped on the 
vehicle, but not in use, to restore 1 point of Durability.

 You may use cards that restore Durability like Repair Drone.

 A player may decide to go to the Repair Pit. At the beginning of 
the player’s turn, instead of setting the speed, the speeder is taken out 
of a track and a Service Token is placed on the same space to mark the 
position. Player skips their turn, but all prolonged Equipment Cards (like 
Seeker) are still in game and are triggered as normal. For purposes 
of the racing queue for the next round, the speed of that vehicle is 
considered X (below 0). The Service Token is not treated as an obstacle 
and opponents can enter that space. In the next round, the speeder is 
put back at the space with Service Pit fully repaired (Durability at 10) and 
with a starting speed of 5. If another speeder occupies the Service Token 
space, the player is allowed to put his vehicle at any free space adjacent 
to Service Token.

EQUIPMENT CaRDS

REMEMBER!

Always resolve Track Barrier Hit first!

Every speeder, if not stated otherwise (on special cards) can be 
equipped with one Equipment Card at a time. When a vehicle enters 
space containing an Equipment Dispenser on a track, the pilot draws a 
card (or cards) and immediately equips his/her machine with one card. If 
the speeder is already equipped it may not hold any cards over the limit 
and the player doesn’t draw cards. Cards are equipped on the right side 
of the vehicle board and should be visible to other players.

If a Sponsor card allows the unit to keep more than one card and it 
happens that player draws more than one card due to System upgrade, 
a player may equip more cards at once from that draw. The only limit is 
equipped cards may not exceed the equipment limit.

Equipment Cards may be used at any moment during players turn (there 
is one situation, stated on sponsor card, that allows using a card at any 
time during a whole round). When a card with a prolonged effect is used 
(Heavy Seeker, Shield, EMP Discharge, Ion Storm), a player puts the card 
on a vehicle board that it was used on. Multiple cards may stack and in 
that situation, the pilot decides about the order of resolving them, but 
any card may be resolved after the player sets the speed for the current 
turn. If a card states hitting a target in front of a firing vehicle it cannot 
shoot through obstacles. 

A player may discard an equipped card to repair one point of Durability at 
any moment during his turn. This can not increase Durability beyond 10.
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SEEKER
Advanced, guided missile, that seeks for 
a vehicle that is first in the race. Seeking 
takes time and Heavy Seeker hits in the next 
turn of the vehicle which fired the missile, 
reducing its target speed by 5, and dealing 
2 damage. Be careful - it may hit the same 
speeder that launched the Seeker.

Ideal when the race leader is just too 
annoyingly happy with being the first!

HEAVY MISSILE
Heavy, high yield, unguided missile that hits 
the closest target within 5 spaces in front 
of the vehicle, on the same lane, reducing 
its target speed by 3 and dealing 3 damage. 
Can not shoot through obstacles ahead on 
the same lane.

Perfect when you need to give a punch to 
the enemy just before taking over.

SWARM
A swarm of scattergun type small missiles. 
They hit every vehicle within 5 spaces in 
front (in terms of race positioning) of the 
shooting vehicle, reducing their speed by 
3 and dealing 1 damage. Can not shoot 
through obstacles ahead on the same lane 
nor walls on sides.

Too many targets? No problem!

MINE
Speeder picks up a single mine that can be 
placed at any time. It may be dropped on 
any space that the speeder just left. Mine 
explodes when another vehicle enters that 
space. Deals 2 damage to Durability. Remove 
form track after explosion. You may be hit 
by your own mine when racing in loops.

Some say this is an annoying gadget, but it 
will come handy in narrow corridors.

REMEMBER!

You can use Equipment Cards
before or after the movement, but never before
the speed change at the beginning of your turn.

THE LEADER
Some cards refer to the race Leader - this is the speeder that is the first on a track leading the racing pack, not being first in the movement queue. 
Having the highest speed at any moment does not make you the leader (yet). 

It may happen that there is only one vehicle on a race track, and at that moment it is considered the Leader.

REMEMBER!

You can’t draw a new Equipment Card if you have
your speeder equipped to the limit of cards.

Get rid of unwanted equipment first!

ION STORM
High energy discharge hits the front of the 
racing pack! The Leader and everyone in the 
adjacent spaces to the Leader have to pass 
Handling Test at the beginning of their next 
turn. All place the Handling Test Token on 
their boards as a reminder. 

If there is a crowd on the front of the race 
pack, there will be trouble for sure soon.

EMP DISCHARGE
Bolt of energy hits the closest target within 
5 spaces in front of the vehicle, on the same 
lane. The target in it’s upcoming turn cannot 
change the track lane. That speeder can still 
set the speed, take Handling tests, and use 
Equipment cards.

It will force your opponent to slow down or 
just hit that obstacle on the track!
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BOOSTER
Your engine booster is now active, and 
ready to give you a push! It increases your 
speed by 2 without any penalties.

When you need the power to go even 
further.

DROGUE CHUTE
Build-in drogue parachute activates and is 
ready for action. When released reduces 
your speed by 2 without any penalties.

No brakes? Don’t worry, your chute is ready 
to help!

REPAIR DRONE
Advanced rescue and repair drone joins you 
on the track. When launched, it starts to cool 
down engines and restores the Durability 
of the vehicle bringing up 3 points to the 
speeder at the beginning of the next turn.

It is always good to have a friend.

TRACTOR BEAM
Your speeder establishes a tractor power 
link with the opponent’s vehicle. Match the 
speed with the vehicle within 3 spaces 
around the player’s speeder without any 
speed change penalties.

Free boost or braking! Just what you need 
to perform the right maneuver.

As said on several occasions, being first at the finish line is always 
desired, but may not guarantee the first prize. The real winner is who  
collects most points at the end of a race. Points may affect the other 
positions on the podium too.

Vehicle finishes the race when it enters (or passes) the space of the 
finish sector that contains the red line. Then it is automatically removed 
from the track.

WINNING THE RACE

SINGLE RACE SCORING
Points given for finishing a race:

 10 points for finishing at the 1st place

   8 points for finishing at the 2nd place

   6 points for finishing at the 3rd place 

   4 points for finishing at the 4th place 

   2 points for finishing at the 5th place 

   0 points for finishing at the 6th place

SHIELD
Emergency power field is being generated 
around your speeder for a short period of 
time. The vehicle does not receive damage, 
but the speed reduction still takes place 
after collision or missile hit. Shield lasts until 
player’s next turn or first damage taken by 
the vehicle.

This will help you to survive. Better keep 
them activated!

SHOCK WAVE
A powerful energy blast pushes every 
vehicle out! All vehicles on adjacent spaces 
move one space out from the user, even 
backward. That push can’t be countered 
and may lead to wall, obstacle or another 
speeder collision.

If you need space to go or just want to put 
your opponent onto the track barrier.
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CHAMPIONSHIPS BASIC SCORING
Each run is treated as Single Race and points just accumulate during all 
runs. It is easy to track scores but it forces players to play dirty on track  
to gain more points using all necessary means. This type of scoring may 
lead to “snowball” syndrome where it is impossible to catch up with the 
winning player.

CHAMPIONSHIPS MIXED SCORING
This is a more advanced but balanced and fair scoring system giving 
more chances to win the racing challenge. In addition to Single 
Run Scoring, players keep the second track of the overall score in 
Championships. After each run the score and the order of the winners 
is determined according to the run scoring. Each contestant gets points 
for their position like in Single Run and marks it on the Championships 
Scoring board (no additional points, just position at the end of Single 
Run). Then Single Run points reset for the next run. Championships 
points are accumulative for all runs.

A�er the first run, from the previous example, Blue receives 10 points 
(because this is a four players game, and no addi�onal score is added) 
on the Championship Scoring board. Red scores 8 points. Green gets 
6 and Yellow scores 4 points. Single Run score is reset, and the second 
run starts.

In the second run, on Single Run Scoring, Red scored 12 points 
(including destruc�ons), Yellow 8 points, Blue 7 points (including 
destruc�ons) and Green gained 4 points. At Championship Scoring 
Red scores 10 points (because this �me Red is first), Yellow gets 8 
points (for being second), Blue scores 6 points, and Green only 4 
points. Single Run score is reset, and the third run starts...

The score has no effect on the next run starting queue. The starting 
queue is determined on reversed order on the finish line.

TEAM SCORING
If players decide to participate in the race as teams, their score is 
cumulative and after finishing all races players should sum up points 
scored by their speeders. The final score will show the winner. 

During Championships scoring is summed up only on Championships 
Scoring board, not on single race board.

No points are granted for the destruction of a team member or self-
destruction.

In addition a player gets:

   1 point each time for bringing any opponent’s speeder durability  
      to 5 points

   1 point each time for bringing any opponent’s speeder durability  
      to 1 point

This may be achieved by direct destruction, missile shot or explosion 
of a mine. It may also be the result of ramming an opponent’s vehicle or 
pushing onto a barrier. EPM Discharge leading to a frontal collision or Ion 
Storm leading to Loss of Control and crashing onto a barrier also count.

   1 point each time for successfully pushing an opponent on the   
      track barrier

Players should keep track of points (mostly for damaging opponents) 
on a Single Race Scoring board. At the end of the race the player with 
most points wins and rest of places are determined according to other 
players’ points.

Red was first and collected 10 points. Blue finished second and scored 
8 points but also scored three destruc�ons giving Blue addi�onal 3 
points. Green arrived as third and got 6 points. Yellow passed last 
scoring only 4 point, but got an addi�onal 1 point for destruc�on of 
an opponent. Finally Blue won, scoring 11 points, Red ends as second 
with 10 points. Green is in third posi�on with 6 and Yellow scores 5 
points.

Being first is not an easy task.
Staying first is even harder. Good luck!

THE FINAL RULE!!!

Speeders can move only forward, and pilots have only split seconds to make decisions.
If you have started moving your vehicle don’t take back your move. Play fair and stick to your decisions!
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GamE SUMMaRy

START OF A ROUND
All Players check the  Speed Marker Tokens to set the movement initiative 
queue.

 

PLAYER’S TURN

1. SET THE SPEED

Decide to either change the speed or keep up with the current one. You 
may use Repair Pit instead and declare End of Turn.

2. RESOLVE ACTIVE CARDS AND HANDLING TEST
Discard cards which activation has ended (like Shield). Resolve any 
other cards discarding them afterwards if necessary. Finally, resolve the 
Handling Test if required.

3. MOVE THE SPEEDER
Move your vehicle as many spaces as your current speed. Equipment 
Cards may be played at any moment of the movement before or after 
moving to a new track space.

4. DECLARE END OF TURN
Declare End of Turn after completing all your moves and using all 
Equipment Cards you wanted to use.

5. REDUCE SPEED
Reduce the speed to match your current Durability level if your Durability 
is lover than your final speed.

OTHER PLAYERS’ TURNS
All players make their moves in order of the initiative queue. It may, and 
will happen that actions of Players will change Durability and Speed of 
your speeder. If the speed is changed before Player’s turn it has no effect 
on actual turn movement queue.

END OF A ROUND
All Players set Speed Marker Tokens aside their speeders to mark the 
final speed. Now it’s time for next round!

TAKING CORNERS
When your speeder enters the Corner Apex you have to test Handling:

APEX MODIFIER + HANDLING LEVEL + DIE ROLL
must be equal or higher to your ACTUAL SPEED level

PUSHING OUT

1. DEFENDER REACTS
After the active player declares Pushing Out action its time for the 
defender to react:

REACTION LEVEL + DIE ROLL
must be equal or higher to defender ACTUAL SPEED level

2. DEFENDER WINS
The defender may give way and move to the next front-side track space 
or may hold the position. In that case, both vehicles suffer 1 point of 
damage, and the attacker must continue their movement.

3. DEFENDER LOSES
The attacker moves to the defender’s occupied space and pushes 
the defender to the next front-side track space. It may also lead to 
defender’s Track Border collision. The attacker must continue their 
movement.

RAMMING THROUGH

1. DEFENDER REACTS
After the active player declares Ramming Through action its time for 
defender to react:

REACTION LEVEL + DIE ROLL
must be equal or higher to defender ACTUAL SPEED level

2. DEFENDER WINS
The defender gives way to the attacker deciding where to move his or 
her speeder. The defender may also want to hold position. In that case, 
both vehicles suffer damage indicated by the attacker’s speed, and the 
attacker must continue the movement.

3. DEFENDER LOSES
The defender gives way to the attacker but the attacker decides where 
the defender will be placed. The attacker must continue the movement.
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